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Introduction. 

Superstring theories are at present the unique candidate to unify all the known 

fundamental interactions [1]. However, as for today, there exists no satisfactory 

description of the observable low-energy (E < 100 Gev) phenomena stemming from 

them. 

It is strongly believed that at low energies strings should give a kind of 

supergravity-Yang-Mills unified theory which contains standard model matter and 

gauge group [lj. In tuin, every 4d N = l , ?-derivatives SUGRA-YM is completely 

described by 3 independent functions i.e. one real Kahler potential K and two 

holomorphic functions of chiral superfields: superpotential W and gauge kinetic 

function fag (2). In particular, these functions determine the correct tree-level 

scalar potential and the correct classical vacuum of the theory. 

There exist many ways of reconstructing K, W, fap for a given string theory. 

One is the dimensional reduction of the bosonic sector of the lOd SUGRA which is 

the field-theory limit of the lOd string [3J,[4] (see also Appendix.l). In the simplest 

case considered by Witten, which corresponds to 1-generation Calabi-Yau compact-

ification [3], it was possible to write down the lowest order (in the number of fields) 

expressions for It, W, f and, consequently, the full 4d SUGRA-YM Lagrangian. In 

more general case [5] the effect of this procedure describes the untwisted sector of 

the orbifold-like compactified heterotic string. 

Another possibility, which allows one to treat the twisted orbifold sector as 

well, is the stringy reconstruction of Kahler function using 4d string interactions. 

An recent example is the work by Dixon, Kaplunovsky and Louis [7], where K is 

constructed as a Taylor-like expansion around the manifold of neutral moduli N 

for given compactification in powers of the ratio ip/i/ff; here tp is any other field 
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- charged moduli, twisted or untwisted matter. This conclusion has its support in 

results concerning the perturbation calculations for 2d <r-models [IS]. 

In this work we would like to go a step further in employing the first method. 

We perform dimensional reduction of the lOd SUGRA-YM Lagrangian containing 

up to four derivatives [6]. As a result we are given corrections to the 4d Lagrangian 

obtained by Witten. They turn out to appear as powers of the ratio <pjy/W ; in our 

case there is only one neutral modulus, the T field, so the order parameter is C/y/T. 

In the paper we will use Witten definitions of S, C, T fields, and one can guess 

that in order to bring our results into standard 4d N=l SUGRA form redefinitions 

of the fields are needed. This point will be alluded to in the final part of our work. 

The outline of the paper is as follows: section I appendices are devoted to 

setting conventions and defining the procedure of truncation; section II contains 

all the corrections to the Witten's Lagrangian obtained in course of reduction of 

higher derivative terms; section III deals with the general structure of the enriched 

Lagrangian; in section IV we suggest the simple generalization of the standard 

Kahler potential and in section V we discuss the corrected scalar potential and itn 

phenomenology. In section VI we present our comments and conclusions. Appen

dices 1 and 2 contain some formulas and notation we use throughout the work. 

Appendix 3 collects all corrections to the kinetic energy terms. 

1 
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I. Truncation procedure 

In this part of the work we describe dimensional reduction of the effective lOd 

Lagrangian for the heterotic string obtained in the work of Gross and Sloan [6]. 

This Lagrangian contains all bosonic interaction terms up to 4 derivatives. It is 

the next-to-leading order corrected effective Lagrangian for string interactions - the 

role of the coupling constant is played by the (a')1/2 times the number of fields 

[1],[16]. Dimensional reduction yields effective bosonic lagrangian of a string theory 

compactified on a Calabi-Yau manifold (to be more correct one should speak about 

orbifold-like compactification ). We would like to emphasize that we shall keep only 

terms that contain at most 2 derivatives and are of the order at most (tp/vT)e 

compare to those written in [3J. Following Witten [3] we impose SU(3) holonomy 

condition. Witten's procedure yields theory with one fermion family and one T 

field. Generalization to more complicated Z$ orbifold compactifications should be 

straightforward (see for example [5]). Our conventions and some useful formulae 

have been written down in Appendix 1. 

We begin with writing down the relevant terms of Lagrangian obtained in 

[6]. Other terms contained in [6] do not contribute to the 2-derivative 4d effec

tive Lagrangian of string theory. We also suppress terms previously considered 

in [3J. In formula (1) we used the following notations: HMNR = dji/fljyjj + 

cyclic permutations, g is lOd gauge coupling constant, K is gravitational coupling 

constant and eight index tensor (is defined in [1]. Antisymmerization is understood 

in the following sense 

HTU[NHRS\ s gTMNjjRS + HTMRHSN + gTMSgNR ( l f l ) 

The definition of the modified curvature tensor 71 is given below 

HFN - B&* + «*-"'V»iB*{ - 1 $ V „ ] {&*/*) (lb) 

where n is flat lOd Minkowski metric. 
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- l^*-*'* (vMHNRSVnHsMN + VMHMRSVNHNRS) 
6gl 

-\H^HNnsH^HMTU\ (1) 

3 K3 

, _}_ 2±-9/i,MNRSTUWZ 
128ff P Tr {FMNFRS) + ^ R M N A B R R H 

TT (FTUFWZ) + ^RTVABRWZ 

Doing dimensional reduction one must take into account the overall factor e3" 

which arise due to the change in the integration measure, namely: (det(g(w)))1/2 —» 

(detfjW))1/^8*. We will include this factor in the following formulae. From now 

on we will suppress the superscript (4) for the 4d metric. 
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II. Corrections to the 4d Lagrangian 

Now line by line we describe the reduction of the expression (1) 

1. fv\ff)2 terms. Only the first term contribute. In this place one should 

carefully treat terms like VjU^fc - they do not vanish due to the existence of the 

nonzero connection fj . 

H2 

This we rewrite as 

% [!«.»X*"*/« - (*»>»] + ̂ c)^ (26) 

where we have introduced notation £ = j r^ - 9 /4e3 f f | to |2 . 

2. Jiff2 terms. There are lots of contributions among which we get the cor

rection to the Einstein gravity. This will force the redefinition of the metric, which 

will be done after we reduce all the terms. 

^-9/i6RMNRSBMNTHls - » l O ^ - ^ e - ^ a ' M V P (3) 
iz g g 

92 

In order to obtain this term one has to integrate by parts due to the existence of 

the covariant derivative of the connection in Ricci tensor (see Appendix 2). 

L£*->/*R(HUNRf - 4^-» / 4 e- 3 ' [H'*« - 6(<V)a"M* 

- 15/2( V ) 2 M 2 + 27/2(S^<7)(^^/^)|u>|2] (5) 
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Altogether we get the following surprisingly compact contribution 

-L [4*M - 92(6»2] - JL(da<7)(.d"0 (6a) 

There are also additional contributions coming from changes of the 4d curvature 

scalar generated by changes of the metric: j^« —> e~3"guv. They are given by 

flW _ RW _ 9A<r + y ( 6 » 2 (7) 

This modifies the above contribution yielding, after integration by parts the follow

ing result: 

* Jr [*(4) - f ( ^ ) 2 ] + g ( V)8"€ (66) 

3. H2{d<t>)2 term. 

4. ff2 terms. As before we describe different contributions separately. 

18 j ' j« 

[s A - ^ l i r l * + 6e-*'(dua - • §(C«P„e,))> + i e " 3 * ^ , , ) 2 ] (9) 

^ - W H M ™ H S T H V S J I R S U ^ 

- 24^-^/*\w\ic-^(d„a - £{Cx%Cx)f (10) 

4<r sz 

[ 2 « V * > | a + a " 6 ' ^ - i^{Cxf>uCx)f\ . (11) 
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All together we get: 

8f * - 3 ' 2 L c ^ ' H 2 + 3e-
2ff(a^a - i | (Cx^Cx) ) 2 + |e6'(ffp„p)2j (12) 

5. H(I>F2 term. 

\^-9l*HMNR i^A Tr(FMNFns) • 

[ f (^ <H<t>? + i8(3" )̂(a„<7)] + J ^ / o x ^ ) (is) 

6. ff2F2 term. 

-\p-^H^^H^Tr{FMNFns) (14) 

It is easy to observe, that the contribution which come from the items with all 

indices on F2 compact vanish - this follows from the Jacobi identity. The only 

nonvanishing contribution we get if one of these indices is noncompact. The result 

reads 

- 3 i - ^ - ( 0 P a - i^(CxVltCx))(w&'w - wd*w) (15) 

7. F* term. Finally, we consider the most interesting contribution among 

discussed in this section, the one involving four lOd stress-energy tensor for gauge 

fields. In the formula (16) we utilized definition (lb) of the tensor R and we sup

pressed all the noncontributing A2 terms. The most feasible term involving H2 is 

of the order (C/v7?)12 - then it has been suppressed, too. 

2! ,-„* t MNRSTVWZT r {FMNFRs)Tr{FTUFWZ) (16) 

So, let us consider case by case contributions coming from the above term. Take 

the pattern (FpnFvi^FtuFu,,) as the first. Reduction of this term results in the 

correction to chiral matter kinetic energy. 

2KffV|2>„C*|2 [^{D"? + §»,*«] (17) 
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The pattern (FunFrt)(Fi/uFwi) g>ves similary 

-f^V^x^) (18) 
The next terms give upon reduction new contributions to 4d gauge kinetic terms. 

One of them, (FuvFas)(FtuFwz) is diagonal and should be understood as a correc

tion to the 5 field defined by Witten, 

-SiWDa)2+lw^\Tr(F-)2 (19) 

but the second or ;, (F^I/i
r
ra)(i

71
ff^-P,,l,z) is nondiagonal end presents itself the highly 

nontrivial corre .on to well known expression for the Lagrangian. 

-l-TJTr2DaD»F^"" (20) 

Finally., Tve list all corrections to the bosonic potential. 

Kg' K [\ («• m '-'<"•»•+sh ir***+»w M< 
1 6 5 ^ 

(21) 

In order to obtain the gravitati' n part in the canonical form one has to redefine 

once again the 4d metric: gUi/ —* (1 + 8{)gUw This cancels a term proportional to 

curvature scalar in (6a) and produces a new correction to the effective Lagrangian. 

- 3tg1\V„C3\'
2 - 1 6 * V 3 / 2 e - 6 < > | 2 - je-s*\wz\

2 - 9 ?
2 e- 5 ' (ZJ") 2 ] (22) 

Having t j is information one might try to find corrections to Kahler potential and 

to tut jauge kinetic function of the standard-form 2-derivative 4d SUGRA SY-M 

theory We shall comment on this point in the section IV. 

tor sake of completeness we listed all corrections to the kinetic terms in the 

Appendi : 3. 

It should be noted, that some of the terms written above, namely those without 

derivatives, are a potential source of SUSY breaking through Hijk condensate. 
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One final comment is that to get dimensions right one should multiply the 

expressions obtained by the compactification volume which in our conventions is 

proportional to « 3 ' 2 . 

III. General structure of the Lagrangian 

The structure of the Witten's Lagrangian (A4),[3] is governed by many sym

metries, some of them exact, some of them only approximate. Among the former 

ones there are two scaling symmetries which are the exact tree-level classical sym

metries of the full string theory [4]. They also must be the exact symmetries of the 

truncated Lagrangian involving higher order terms as well. One may easily check 

that t-scaling transformation 

</„„ - • tgpy, $ -»t~1/3<j>, a - K T + 1/4 frit (23) 

and r-scaling defined as 

9m> -* r 3 / 4 JW, * -» ric, F„„ -> T~3I*FUV, 
. (24) 

^ _ ^ C - r-3l*C, #„„„ - r-WBw 

under which L —> t - 1 r - 1 / 2 L , are satisfied indeed in our 4d Lagrangian (see Ap

pendix 3 and formula (31). 

There exists another (approximate) symmetry of the Witten's Lagrangian, so 

called Heisenberg symmetry, which is thought to be responsible for vanishing scalar 

masses at one-loop order in the effective field theory, which in turn is of crucial 

significance for resulting phenomenology [8]. This symmetry may be traced back to 

lOd SUGRA symmetry 

^ - A f c + f f f t , B„N - BMN = ^AfaBfy (25) 

(H%( is a harmonic form) which is exact in 10 dimensions if lOd gauge coupling 

constant g is set to 0. After reduction to 4 dimensions, the Heisenberg symmetry 
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takes the form 

SCX = y , ST = ( ' C (26) 

where ex are complex parameters. The symmetry holds in the simple Witten's 

truncation, which should reproduce 1-generation C-Y compactification, but it is 

generically rather of the orbifold type [5]. This is invalidated if compactification 

process is affected by setting g to zero, as eg. in the general case of the Calabi-Yau 

compactification. In the standard case [3] (see Appendix 1) the kinetic terms of the 

Lagrangian exhibit full invariance under non-compact Heisenberg symmetry, and 

if W is neglected the multiloop scalar potential depends on C only through the 

variable Y = 2ReT — 2|C| 2 , which is the actual variable in the Kahler function. As 

a consequence the kinetic Lagrangian depends only on the variable Y and terms 

{C'DfiC) as far as matter fields are concerned. 

This is no longer true when higher order corrections are included. One can 

see from (2)-(14) and (17),(18) that the kinetic energy depends explicitly on the 

expression denoted by w (proportional to the superpotential in [3]) and on the 

so called D-terms (Da = gCX"C). So, if the theory presented may be cast into 

the standard N = l SUGRA form [2], the modified Kahler function has to depend 

explicitly on to and D", so that the noncompact Heisenberg symmetry is badly 

br'-lten by higher derivative string corrections. This effect becomes important when 

the gauge symmetry is no longer unbroken, and fields C are given nonzero vacua. 

This possibility of breaking of the gauge group with large expectation values for 

nonsinglet fields is not obvious in the context of the simple Witten's truncation, 

but it has already been discussed for slightly generalized [16] and quite realistic 

[9] models, and still another argument in favorer of the effect in question will be 

pointed out in sect.V. 

At this point one should make certain observation. In the modified ki

netic energy there is still preserved the structure of the kinetic bosonic terms i.e. 
LKB(C, C) = LKB(CC, CXaC) is invariant under overall U( l ) rotation C -» e'^C, 

which is claimed in [10] to do the same job as the (broken in our model) Heisenberg 
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symmetry (if the theory has the standa*- J form). 

To the next group of symmetries to be considered belong those from the coset 

SU(N+l,l)/SU(N+l)xU(l) nonlinearly realized on the fields T,C. They are in 

general broken by our corrections as these are all proportional to some power cf 

the lOd gauge coupling g. However special attention should be paid to the SU(1,1) 

subgroup of SU(N+1,1) which is in fact the symmetry of the full theory presented 

in [3]. This is the one among coset boosts which commutes with the gauge group 

and its action reads 

ST = -iaT2 -bT- if, SCX = {-iaT + b/2)Cx (27) 

where a, 6,7 are real constants. There is a subgroup of this symmetry, namely 

noncompact £/nc(l), defined by setting 0 = 7 = 0, which may be extended to the 

full theory including SUSY breaking terms W(S) = M%(H) + fce-3S/2t°, see [17], 

g(g) = ~ 3 ' ^ ( g > , Sh = -3iaTh (28) 

Under this symmetry HR = la Im{T)tR, 6W = SiaTW and the standard Kahler 

function is invariant as well. 

S \-Zln(TR) + ln\W\2] = 0 (29) 

One can easily check that under this symmetry 

and the improved Lagrangian, including all the corrections, stays invariant under 

f^nc(l). We should emphasize that the proposition for modified Kahler function pre

sented in sect.IV and any function of h (see sect.IV) do respect the exact symmetry 

EMI) . 

This symmetry in turn is said [11] to be responsible for vanishing of soft gaugino 

masses at 1-loop order of the field theory limit, and this feature will be retained in 

our version of the model if it is still locally supersymmetric. 
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Next comments will consider remaining kinetic part of the Lagrangian (A.l) 

enriched by (2)-(22). First, one can easily notice that terms (9) and (12) renormal-

ize, in a field dependent way, the kinetic term for the antisymmetric tensor BMN-

Second, it is worth of paving attention to expressions (19) and (20). The usual 

expression for gauge kinetic term is 

The term (19) renormalizes the above diagonally in adjoint gauge indices, but the 

new terms are now gauge-nonsinglet fields dependent and so is the new effective 

gauge coupling. Moreover, the piece (20) gives quite a new contribution, which is 

nondiagonal in adjoint gauge indices, and the diagonal part of which is not propor

tional to the unit matrix. This means that after the spontaneous breaking of the 

gauge group through the vacua of C*, there will be additional splitting of the cou

pling constants for different generators. The required things are the nonzero vacua 

for the D-terms, which is however quite feasible and takes place e.g. in the SUSY 

standard model with tg/3 different from 1. The nondiagonal part of (20) cannot be 

understood as a simple redefinition of the superfield S. 

Concluding this section we observe, that the corrections we have obtained may 

be viewed as a series expansion in matter fields C, the actual expansion param

eter being C/^/tji, tR = e"^3'4. Recalling that in general fields like T have a 

distinguished status as they are so called moduli fields determining the geometry 

of the compf.ctification manifold, one can see the remarkable feature that the series 

has a form of the expansion about the manifold of moduli fields. This is the same 

structure as the one used recently in [7]. 

IV. The modified form of the Kahler function. 

If the theory obtained by the procedure of Witten's truncation is locally su-

persymmetric, then it should be defined with the help of two functions only. One 
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of them is the gauge kinetic function /0(j , the second one - the Kahler function K. 

The general form of K which respects the exact classical string symmetries reads 

[4] 
K = -ln(S + S)- 3ln(T + f ) + ln\W(C)\2 + h(C/y/T, C/J?) 

where function h is inert under (24) and (25). The results presented in aect.II 

suggest the more specific form of h. As one can see £ works like an expansion 

parameter - almost all the terms multiplied by f already exist in the original Witten's 

Lagrangian, so we propose the following form for h: 

This simple ansatz reproduces qualitatively all the corrections to the kinetic terms 

except that given by (17). One should also notice, that in general the nonanalitic 

redefinitions of the fields T,S,C, (e.g. tR - • (l+erO'/j).5 '* -» (.1+es()Sk) similar 

to that u3ed already in [3] should be allowed and the Lagrangian should take its 

explicitly supersymmetric form in these new redefined fields. In fact formula (19) 

suggests that such redefinitions are really needed at least for the S field ( we remind 

that at the lowest order the function fap is proportional to S ) . The most nontrivial 

contribution is given by the expression (20). This should give correction to fap but 

we have not found any simple form ansatz. In spite of this, we assume that our 

ansatz for K mimics properly the general structure of the AA effective Lagrangian 

including higher derivative string contributions. 

V. The scalar potential. 

At this point it seems to be useful to write down the full Bcalar potential, 

including corrections (12),(20),(21), as well as well known lowest order contributions 

[3]. The corrections are multiplied by the compactification volume ic3/2, and we take 

g = \K3/2, where A is assumed to be 0(1) in the light of [12]. Then using variables 
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u,p,d,j/ defined as 

„_KI2
 u-\°\2

 d_(£a)2 „_H 2 

y = - 3 - ' u = TT•d = —#-- u - - J 5 -
«iJ Jfl «R *R 

the potential (multiplied by Sjt) reads 

SRV = i p + i » + | i + 128«V + ^ K 6 py + 7 2 K 6 pd 

-^(-•^•^•^(-•Jf*'')] 
(31) 

where different contributions are ordered according to growing powers of K. The 

novel feature of (31) is that there are negative contributions to the potential, which 

make it no longer positive definite. In fact, this is consistent with the observation 

from the preceding sections, that the classical <r-model S0(N+1,1) symmetries are 

broken by the terms proportional to g2. So, the special property of the so-called 

no-scale structure [13],[19] is lost. It has been argued [20] that in this kind of no-

scale models the potential should be positive definite ( and as a consequence give a 

vanishing cosmological constant), but this is not the case here. As a nice illustration 

take the general supersymmetric case with the Kahler function proposed in section 

IV. Take A as a function of u only. Then V = Vi + V2 + V3 + Vj), where Vj 2 |> are 

positive definite (here notation follows that of ref. [16]), but V3 reads 

with a, /9, hu > 0 and A = hu — 3ftau which may easily be less then zero. Now turn 

back to eq.(31). One can see that the term containing p, which is a possible vacuum 

condensate for the superpotential, are all positive. This means that as long as the 

{W) is not supposed to cancel partially the gaugino condensate in the expression for 

gravitino mass, it is dragged to zero at the vacuum. That is not the case for d and y, 

which are SUSY breaking D- and F-terms respectively. The terms proportional to 

K4 are all negative, and they clearly destabilize the potential, dragging it to negative 

infinity for large values of d and y. The values of d and y at which V gets negative 

are very large, d, y > K~4 (or (C) > Mp, after correcting the normalization of fields 
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from lOd to 4d), in fact one may say unphysical, however the observed phenomenon 

itself may be significant. Of course, it is possible that still higher order corrections 

will be positive and will turn the potential up for even larger values of d and y thus 

producing the true minimum far away from the origin. 

One should notice, that what has been said concerns, at the level of Witten's 

simple model, the gauge non-singlet fields, and large vacua for them mean Planck 

scale spontaneous gauge symmetry breaking. However, it is possible that in more 

realistic models the similar higher-order string corrections may touch observable 

group singlet fields fixing their vacua through nonvanishing (y)n - F-terms. In our 

model there still remain undetermined vevs for Sg and tg fields, and our correc

tions do not help. So one must consider additional effects to resolve that crucial 

ambiguity. One possible and very attractive scenario is proposed in [14]. The scalar 

potential considered there reads 

, 2 ( 3 3 ) 
4 2 \dw 3w . ,2\ 9 / r i g , 2 

The crucial point in this approach lies in the fact that V gets negative at field 

theory tree-level due to the miscancellation of the last two terms in the parenthesis 

in (33). Our observation is, that the same role may be played by negative higher 

order a-model contribution to the scalar potential described in this work. Of course 

including non-zero vev for w does not change the qualitative picture. 

VI. Conclusions. 

In this paper we have made an effort to figure out explicitly higher order (in 

the number of fields) nonrenonnalizable interactions which should be added to the 

standard no-scale Lagrangian given by Witten in [3] as an approximation to the 

effective low energy 4d string Lagrangian when lOd heterotic string tree level am-
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plitudes containing up to four derivatives are taken into account. The lOd string 

loops give corrections of the higher order [18]. 

It turns out that both kinetic and potential parts of the bosonic Lagrangian are 

given nor.trivial corrections. Assuming, that the resulting expression is still a part 

of the N = l 4d SUGRA theory, we have proposed an ansatz for the Kahler potential 

which reproduces qualitative features of the result of truncation and, we believe, 

may be used as the next reasonable approximation to the actual string Lagrangian. 

The corrections to the potential do not retain its positiveness, and destabilize 

it in the subspace of gauge nonsinglet fields dragging their vacua towards infinity. 

We have observed also an interesting phenomenon in the gauge sector, namely 

the gauge kinetic function taking the full nondiagonal matrix form with nondiagonal 

terms consisting of gauge invariants built up from matter fields. 

The general rule is that the Lagrangian has the form of the series n the field 

space around the manifold of neutral moduli fields, the expansion parameter being 

We have discussed also some phenomenological consequences of our findings, 

and we hope that this work sheds some more light on the fascinating problem of the 

truly stringy features of the low energy theory stemming from the heterotic string. 
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Appendix 1 

In this appendix we fix our conventions and write down some useful formulae 

necessary for (Witten) dimensional reduction. Big latin letters denote lOd vector 

indices, greek letters - 4d indices, small latin letters are compactified space vector 

indices- these are also grouped in holomorphic(ij,k.„) andantiholomorfic(i, j , k,...) 

indices; x,y,z are indices ( of i\e matter fields ) of the fundamental representation 

of the 4d gauge group; a,b,.. are indices of the adjoint representation of the gauge 

group The reduction for graviton gMN aa^ antisymmetric tensor BMN >S denned 

as follows: 
9MN ~* (ff/Ji/i 9mn = />mne")t 

&Mfi —' (Bf,,,, Bmn = emna), 

where c is antisymmetric tensor and has the following nonzero elements: ess — e78 = 

£910 = 1- All the fields on the r.h.s. depends only on the points in 4d spacetime. 

The matter fields C appear by reduction of the gauge fields: 

FMN -> (Fv, F*i, Fij, F(]). (A.l) 

where 

Fij = 2gdIvttijkCzCvT'", 

Fi] = V (^/ - , (CA»C)A- + J-HCC)$jn°) i 

Aa, T*1,17" are Lie algebra matrices of the unbroken part, broken part and SU(3) 

part of the lOd gauge group, respectively; g is lOd gauge coupling constant. In 

order to derive formula for F^ we use the following ansatz 

[Tix,Tjy] = i^AJjA" + i6xiV%r,a. {A.2) 

Using above formulae we can obtain the following rules for dimensional reduction 

of the stress tensor for the antisymmetric tensor field. 

BMNP -* (ffpnp = (d„a - i*/2(C»P„C«))«n,>, Hijk = -2Keijkw) , (A3) 
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where w — gdXyzCxCyCz. In all above one should remember about complex con

jugate quantities. We also introduce the following abbreviations 

w » s | s r . D"=9(C\"C) 

The Witten's [3] Lagrangian reads 

- Zt^(d^a - i^(Cx%Cx)f - Zt-R
x \V»CX\* 

We also introduce S, T fields: 5 = e3"^"3 /4 - t'9, T = e"^3/4 + CXCX + 3m, 

and notations SR = e 3 "^ - 3 / 4 , tjj = e"^3/4, where t^p^SPB = 4>~s^e6cH^v,. 

Appendix 2 

The most difficult part of the calculations is the reduction of the terms which 

contains curvature tensor. The only nonvanishing components of the connection 

are 
ri} = -l^iije'd^ Vl = \s\d„a. 

Curvature tensor contains several nonvanishing components but in the following we 

need only one 

The interesting Ricci tensor components are 

4V0) = 4 t ' + (v„rs„ + r™ r» „ + („ „ „)), 

The curvature scalar R has the form 

an") = RW + 6V(a„<r) - Y{d„*)2. 
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Appendix 3 

Below we list all corrections to the kinetic terms of the 4d Lagrangian. 

+ ̂ (V)8"'n« + ~(^H^>)WnO + -SliH^f 32, 

|©„C"|* 

20 

- [24^ - 2Kg V (i(D«)2 + !„,*»)' 
2 
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